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Abstract
In recent years, a wide range of generalized barycentric coordinates has been suggested. However, all of them
lack control over derivatives. We show how the notion of barycentric coordinates can be extended to specify
derivatives at control points. This is also known as Hermite interpolation. We introduce a method to modify
existing barycentric coordinates to higher order barycentric coordinates and demonstrate, using higher order
mean value coordinates, that our method, although conceptually simple and easy to implement, can be used to
give easy and intuitive control at interactive frame rates over local space deformations such as rotations.

1. Introduction

One ever recurring topic in computer graphics is the need to
express objects with respect to local coordinate systems. A
special kind of such local coordinate systems are barycen-
tric coordinate systems. While “standard” coordinate sys-
tems represent vectors as linear combination of certain ba-
sis vectors, barycentric coordinate systems represent points
as linear combination of polytope vertices. Classical bary-
centric coordinates are defined with respect to triangles or,
more generally, simplices [Möb27]. More recently, the no-
tion of barycentric coordinates has been extended from sim-
plices to general polytopes [Wac75, War96, Flo03, LBS06],
to point clouds [CFL82, Sib80, BIK∗97, Sug99, HS00], and
to smooth curves and (hyper-)surfaces [WSHD07, SJW07,
Bel06, DF08].

Applications of barycentric coordinates range from shad-
ing [Gou71, Pho75] over interpolation [JSW05, LBS06],
finite elements applications [AO06, SM06], generalized
Bézier surfaces [LS07, LBS08], and parameterization meth-
ods [DMA02, SAPH04, SCOL∗04] to space deformations
[SP86, JMD∗07, LKCOL07] and dimensionality reduction
[HSL∗06]. For some of these purposes the currently avail-
able barycentric coordinates are sufficient. However, many
of the above mentioned applications are based on barycen-
tric interpolation. For them, it is often desirable to have a
Hermite interpolation. That is, we want to specify not only
certain values at interpolation points but also the derivatives.
For space deformations, this would allow to specify rotations
and other linear transformations directly at a single point. So

far, this had to be done by moving a whole group of control
points.

In this paper, we introduce higher order barycentric co-
ordinates which can be used for Hermite interpolation. Us-
ing them, we gain better local control over interpolations and
less control points are necessary compared to previous meth-
ods. Our main contributions are:

• We give an axiomatic definition of higher order barycen-
tric coordinates (Section 2.2),

• we describe a method to modify classical barycentric co-
ordinates to obtain higher order barycentric coordinates
(Section 2.3),

• and we demonstrate the capabilities of our coordinates in
the context of space deformations (Section 3).

2. Construction of higher order barycentric coordinates
In this section, we introduce higher order barycentric coor-
dinates. We begin by recapitulating the relevant properties
of classical barycentric coordinates to allow a better under-
standing of the way in which our extension of the notion of
barycentric coordinates fits into this framework.

2.1. Axioms for classical barycentric coordinates
Barycentric coordinates with respect to a set of vertices
vi ∈ �

n are a set of functions λi(x) : Ω→ �, Ω ⊂ �n which
satisfy the axioms below. (They are often called “generalized
barycentric coordinates” to distinguish them from the orig-
inal barycentric coordinates which were only defined with
respect to simplices.)
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The following three properties are the defining properties
for barycentric coordinates:

Lagrange property λi(v j) = δi j. This property is the foun-
dation of using barycentric coordinates for interpolation
purposes. Given a set of barycentric coordinates λi and a
set of function values fi, we obtain an interpolation func-
tion

fλ,f (x)B
∑

i
λi(x) fi.

The Lagrange property immediately implies vertex inter-
polation: fλ,f(vi) = fi.

Partition of unity
∑

i λi = 1. This property yields constant
precision for the interpolation function. That is, constant
functions can be reproduced exactly from the interpola-
tion values: Let fi = g(vi) for any constant function g.
Then fλ,f = g.

Linear precision. Linear functions can be reproduced ex-
actly from the interpolation values: Let fi = g(vi) for any
linear function g. Then fλ,f = g. Together with constant
precision, we obtain affine precision and can reproduce
affine functions exactly.

Examples for barycentric coordinates are the Wachs-
press [Wac75] and the mean value coordinates [Flo03] and
their generalizations. Note that their definition depends not
only on the vertices vi but on a polytope whose vertices
are the vi; that is, additional connectivity information is re-
quired. Coordinates that are based on natural neighbors in
a Voronoi diagram instead are the Non-Sibsonian [BIK∗97],
the Sibson- [Sib80], and the Hiyoshi standard natural neigh-
bor coordinates [HS00] (in order of increasing smoothness).

Often the following additional properties are required.

Domain Ω =�n. The domain should be as large as possi-
ble. Wachspress coordinates, for example, are only de-
fined within convex polygons while mean value coordi-
nates are defined everywhere in �n.

Non-negativity ∀x ∈Ω∀i λi(x) ≥ 0. Unfortunately, all
known coordinates that fulfill this property in full
generality have deficits either with the domain or the
smoothness property.

Smoothness. The coordinate functions should be as smooth
as possible.

A more detailed description of the interrelations of these
properties can be found in [FHK06].

2.2. Axioms for higher order barycentric coordinates
The interpolation function fλ,f does not allow to specify any
derivatives since it blends only the constant terms fi. We sug-
gest to blend the first two terms of the general Taylor series
at the points vi instead by using the interpolation function

fλ,f,D(x)B
∑

i
λi(x)( fi +Di(x−vi)) (1)

where the Di are the linear functions (usually represented as
matrices) which specify the derivatives at the vi.

To make sure that fλ,f,D interpolates the derivatives Di,
the axioms for barycentric coordinates have to be modified
as well.

Lagrange property λi(v j) = δi j. This property remains un-
modified and implies vertex interpolation: fλ,f,D(vi)= fi.

Partition of unity
∑

i λi = 1. This property remains unmod-
ified as well. Furthermore, for our new interpolation func-
tion fλ,f,D, it implies directly affine precision. However,
the notion of affine precision has to be adapted slightly
to our new interpolation function: Let fi = g(vi) and Di =

∇g(vi) for any affine function g. Then fλ,f,D = g.

Proof We note that DBDi is independent of i for an affine
function g and fi+D(x−vi) = g(x). Using the partition of
unity, we obtain fλ,f,D(x) =

∑

i λi(x)g(x) = g(x).

Consequently, linear precision is obsolete as an indepen-
dent axiom.

Derivative property ∇λi(v j) = 0. This property is equiva-
lent to derivative interpolation ∇ fλ,f,D(vi) = Di: Using
the Lagrange property, it simplifies to Di+

∑

j∇λ j(vi)( f j+

D j(vi − v j)) = Di. Thus, ∀i∀ j ∇λi(v j) = 0 is a necessary
and sufficient condition.

The properties domain, positivity, and smoothness remain
unchanged.

2.3. Examples of higher order barycentric coordinates

The key observation for constructing higher order barycen-
tric coordinates is that the axioms of classical and higher
order barycentric coordinates differ mainly by substituting
derivative interpolation for linear precision (with respect to
fλ,f ). Therefore, it is possible to obtain higher order bary-
centric coordinates by modifying classical barycentric coor-
dinates λi. This can be done by first concatenating them with
a function m :�→� such that m◦λi satisfies the Lagrange
and the derivative property. Afterwards, a normalization step
is needed to reestablish the partition of unity. Detailed con-
ditions are given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let λi be a set of functions that satisfy the La-
grange property, partition of unity, and a Hölder condition
with exponent α> 1

2 at the vertices ( |λi(v j)−λi(w)|<C‖v j−

w‖α). Let m : � → [0,∞) be a non-negative, C1-continuous
function with m(0) = 0, m(1) = 1, and m′(0) = m′(1) = 0
such that m(x) > 0 for x > 0. Let furthermore be an ε > 0
given such that m is twice differentiable in (−ε,ε)r {0} and
in (1−ε,1+ε)r {1}.

Then λho
i B

m◦λi
∑

k m◦λk
is a set of higher order barycentric co-

ordinate functions. Furthermore, domain and positivity are
preserved, and if the λi are C1-continuous apart from the
vertices, then the λho

i are C1-continuous everywhere.

The proof is contained in Appendix A.

Corollary 2 Planar higher order mean value coordinates ex-
ist and are C1-continuous everywhere.
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Proof Given a function m with the properties that are re-
quired in Theorem 1 (see Section 3.2 for a possible choice),
it remains to show that planar mean value coordinates λi sat-
isfy a Hölder condition with exponent α > 1

2 at the vertices.
While Hormann and Floater only state that the λi are C0, a
closer examination of their proof [HF06, Theorem 4.6] re-
veals that they are in fact Lipschitz continuous. Therefore,
they satisfy a Hölder condition with exponent α = 1.

So far, we have not proven this corollary for mean value
coordinates in higher dimensions. Nevertheless, our experi-
ments show that it holds for mean value coordinates in �3

as well.

3. Higher order barycentric coordinates for space
deformations

Our higher order barycentric coordinates allow a Hermite in-
terpolation of arbitrary functions f : �n → �m at specified
vertices vi (if values fi and derivatives Di of the respective
dimensions are given for each vertex). In particular, we can
create interpolating curves f :�→�m, image deformations
f : �2 → �2, and space deformations f : �3 → �3. In this
section, we demonstrate the capabilities of our Hermite in-
terpolation method for space deformations as an representa-
tive example.

3.1. Space deformations with barycentric coordinates

As pointed out by Joshi et al. [JMD∗07], barycentric coordi-
nates are particular well suited for space deformations using
the function fλ,f : �3→ �3 of Section 2.1. In practice, only
the deformation of objects in the space �3 needs to be com-
puted. This is done in two steps:

• The binding step: A control net (cage in the terminology
of [JMD∗07]) is bound to the object (for example a tri-
angle mesh): For a given control net with control points
vi, the barycentric coordinates λi(p) are precomputed for
each point p of the object (for example at the triangle
mesh vertices).

• The deformation step: The deformation is specified by as-
signing new positions fi to each control point. Then, the
points fλ,f (p) are calculated as the new positions of the
object points.

Both steps can be done in O(V ·P) time where V is the num-
ber of control points and P is the number of object points.
The deformation has the following properties:

• The object is not deformed by the binding step: The linear
precision property ensures that fλ,f = id�3 if fi = vi.

• Direct and intuitive control over local translations. The
vertex interpolation property allows to specify new (con-
trol) point positions directly.

Higher order barycentric coordinates retain these proper-
ties (when the interpolation function fλ,f,D is used instead of
fλ,f ). Additionally they allow:

• Direct and intuitive control over local rotations and
shears. The derivative property allows to specify the trans-
formation directly at the vertices. For example, a rotation
around a vertex can be specified or undesired shears can
be prevented.

3.2. The choice of coordinates

Note that our axiomatic definition of higher order barycen-
tric coordinates in Section 2.2 defines not only a single set
of these coordinates but a whole family of them. Here, we
discuss which of them are suitable choices for practical ap-
plications.

Of course, it is possible to construct the desired coordi-
nates from scratch such that they satisfy the axioms of Sec-
tion 2.2. However, the still ongoing research for good “clas-
sical” barycentric coordinates (which satisfy the axioms of
Section 2.1) shows that this is a difficult research topic on
its own. We are aware of only one known set of such coor-
dinates, the Shepard weights λSh

i (x) = 1/‖x−vi‖
2

∑

j 1/‖x−v j‖
2 [She68],

the interpolation properties of which were studied in [Far86].
Unfortunately, they are not very well suited for space defor-
mations as turned out in our experiments. Therefore, we sug-
gest to take the short-cut indicated in Section 2.3 and con-
struct higher order coordinates by modifying classical bary-
centric coordinates. Furthermore, this allows to take advan-
tage of existing implementations of these classical coordi-
nates.

Before choosing one set of classical coordinate functions
as basis for our higher order coordinates, we recapitulate the
strengths and weaknesses of some prospective candidates.

• 3D mean value coordinates [FKR05, JSW05, LBS06] are
defined everywhere in �3 for arbitrary polyhedra. They
are only C0 at the vertices and coordinate functions may
become negative for non-convex polyhedra.

• Positive mean value coordinates [LKCOL07] are modi-
fied mean value coordinates such that the coordinate func-
tions are always non-negative. However, they introduce
additional singularities and are only defined with respect
to triangular polyhedra due to the need to compute them
on the graphics card.

• Harmonic coordinates [JMD∗07] are obtained by solv-
ing Laplace equations within the polyhedron. They are
always non-negative and allow the specification of addi-
tional vertices within the polyhedron but they are not de-
fined outside the polyhedron. Furthermore, the solving of
the Laplace equations needs a comparably high prepro-
cessing time.

• Natural neighbor based coordinates [Sib80, BIK∗97,
HS00] depend only on the positions of the vertices vi and
not on the additional specification of a polyhedron like the
other methods. However, they are usually only defined in
the convex hull of the vertices and require the computa-
tion of a Voronoi tessellation.

c© 2008 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: We demonstrate what effects can be achieved by changing a single derivate in our control net. The top row shows the
undeformed cow model and our control net. Note that it consists of only six points and that the control net penetrates the model.
No care need to be taken to enclose the model within the control net. The middle row shows rotations at the control point at the
head around the red, green, and blue axis, respectively. This is done by changing the derivative for that control point from the
identity matrix to the respective rotation matrix. The third row shows the effect of scaling along the red, green, and blue axis by
a factor of two.

Taking all this into account, we decided to use 3D mean
value coordinates as basis for higher order barycentric co-
ordinates in our examples. They are defined everywhere in
�

3, which turned out to be beneficial for our applications,
they are more flexible than the positive mean value coor-
dinates, and their main shortcomings vanish in the context
of higher order coordinates while their benefits are retained.
Note, however, that Section 2.3 provides also a construc-
tion for other types of higher order barycentric coordinates
if other properties are considered more important. If, for ex-
ample, coordinates are desired, which have control vertices
within the polyhedron or do not need a polyhedron at all,
higher order harmonic coordinates or higher order natural
neighbor coordinates can be constructed.

Finally, we have to choose a modifying function m. We
use the piecewise polynomial

m(x) =







































0 if x < 0,
−2x2(x− 3

2 ) if 0 ≤ x < 1,
1+ (x−1)2 if 1 ≤ x < 3

2 ,

x− 1
4 if x ≥ 3

2 .

In our first implementation, we used the polynomial
−2x2(x− 3

2 ) on the whole domain and obtained good results.
However, to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and make
sure that the denominator in the definition of the λho

i can not
become zero, we changed m for x ≥ 1. This is possible with
minimal additional computational effort. To avoid that m(x)
changes x to drastically, we introduced additional modifica-
tions for x < 0 and x ≥ 3

2 . However, different choices for m
are possible.

Therefore, we use m as above to derive higher order mean
value coordinates from 3D mean value coordinates as de-
scribed in Theorem 1. They have the following properties:

• They are defined everywhere in�3. Therefore, they define
a deformation fλ,f,D :�3→�3 on the whole space.

• They are smooth everywhere by Corollary 2.
• They are non-negative.
• When computing the coordinates of a point, it is auto-

matically classified as inside or outside the control mesh
(by the sign of the denominator, see [HF06,LBS07]). This
makes it easy to specify local deformations on partial con-
trol nets.
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Figure 2: The cuboid shows how features can be preserved or manipulated. The undeformed cuboid is at the top left. Right to
it, it is shown how shears can be specified with higher order barycentric coordinates. However, shears are often undesired. The
image at the top right (with a close-up at the bottom left) shows that the vertices of the cuboid (in particular their right angles)
are preserved under rotations. The bottom row (middle and right) contains a translation. With classical mean value coordinates
(right), a shear is introduced at the vertex while angles are preserved with higher order coordinates.

3.3. Examples
We demonstrate the extended interpolation capabilities of
higher order mean value coordinates in Figure 1. In this fig-
ure, we did not perform any translations in order to focus on
the deformations that are possible by altering the derivative
at a single control point. Figure 2 shows additional examples
of shears and rotations. It can be clearly seen how angles are
preserved under rotations.

Figure 3 shows how higher order mean value coordinates
can be used for partial deformations. It is possible to con-
struct a control net around the whole model where only those
parts of it are “switched on” at a certain stage that are actu-
ally to be deformed while the remainder of the model re-
mains unchanged. Figure 3 shows the basic building block
for such a deformation system. Although this can be done
with other types of higher order barycentric coordinates as
well, higher order mean value coordinates are especially ap-
propriate for this task since no additional effort is needed to
find out if a particular point is inside or outside of a (partial)
control net. Note, however, that smoothness across the faces
can only be guaranteed here because the armadillo remains
unchanged outside of the control net. In more complex situ-
ations, an occasional rebinding might be necessary between
the deformation stages.

Since higher order barycentric coordinates are rather an
extension than a direct competitor of existing barycentric co-
ordinate schemes, which are not able to interpolate rotations
and other linear transformations directly, we compare it only
briefly with them. Figure 2 shows how undesired shears dur-
ing a translation are prevented by higher order coordinates.
In Figure 4, it can be seen that higher order coordinates can
achieve much smoother deformations with the same num-
ber of control points by specifying rotations as derivatives.
However, it can also be seen, that these rotations must be
specified to achieve best results if the desired deformation
involves such rotations. Figure 5 shows that higher order

Figure 3: Higher order barycentric coordinates are well
suited for partial deformations. We gain maximum local con-
trol over the deformation by deforming only the part of the
model within the control net. Furthermore, the restriction
of the deformation allows to deform even large models like
the armadillo interactively. Using (higher order) mean value
coordinates, mesh vertices can be classified as inside or out-
side the control net automatically without additional cost
even for complex control nets. The above deformation was
specified by moving and rotating the red control vertex. The
derivative constraints at the base of the pyramid ensure a
smooth transition between the deformed ear and the unde-
formed part of the armadillo.

mean value coordinates overcome a problem of classical
mean value coordinates that motivated the development of
the positive mean value coordinates and the harmonic coor-
dinates. Like these, higher order mean value coordinate can
handle highly non-convex control nets without “repelling”
artefacts. This is due to the choice of m, which is always
non-negative.

The only other higher order barycentric coordinates, we
know of, are Shepard’s coordinates. However, although they
achieve similar results to higher order mean value coordi-
nates for simple control nets, they cannot handle complex,
non-convex situations as demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5.
This is probably due to their more global nature. Although
higher order mean value coordinate are in principal global
as well, they take the structure of the control net into ac-

c© 2008 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: We compare different types of barycentric coordinates. At the top left is the original model, the quarter torus, and its
control net. To its right is a deformation with classical 3D mean value coordinates. The bottom row shows the same deformation
with higher order barycentric coordinates where additional rotations can be specified at the control points (by 0, 30, 60, and
90 degrees, respectively). If this is done (bottom left and middle), the result looks much smoother. Nevertheless, the deformation
at the bottom left, which was done with Shepard interpolation, shows an undesired “shrinking” effect that does not occur with
higher order mean value coordinates shown to its right. However, if such a rotational deformation is performed with higher
order coordinates while leaving the derivatives unchanged (as the identity), the deformation at the bottom right is obtained.

Figure 5: Highly non-convex models like the hand model (left) are difficult for many classical barycentric coordinate techniques.
If mean value coordinates are used (second to the left) a “repelling” effect occurs in the interior of the control net when the
ring finger is moved to the right. This is especially visible at the joint of the middle finger. Shepard interpolation (second to the
right) also fails to give a pleasing deformation. Higher order mean value coordinates (right) create an interpolation without
strong artefacts.

count such that space points are mainly influenced by control
points that are nearby—measured within the control net.

To be more specific, let’s look at the examples again. In
Figure 4, points on the faces are only influenced by the mean
value coordinates of the vertices of the respective face. This
keeps these points fixed to the face. Using Shepard’s coor-
dinates, all coordinates contribute to the deformed position
and points tend to move towards an average location. The
same effect can be seen in Figure 5: Only in the immedi-
ate vicinity of a control point, the influence of the respective
Shepard coordinate is dominating and pulls part of the finger
to the new position. For points farther away from a specific
control point, all coordinates are roughly equal. Therefore,
the respective parts of the middle finger remain in place dur-
ing the deformation since most of the control points are not
moved. Using mean value coordinates, however, the (inte-
rior of the) middle finger is mainly influenced by the control

points of the middle finger. Consequently, the whole finger
follows the movement of the control points.

3.4. Running time
As noted in Section 3.1, both the binding and the interpo-
lation step can be done in O(V · P) time. Since the interpo-
lation function fλ,f,D for higher order barycentric is slightly
more complex than fλ,f , its evaluation takes also longer (by a
constant factor). Nevertheless, we experienced that this was
still fast enough to allow interactive manipulation for most
of our models by dragging and rotating our control points
on the screen. Only the hand model, with 50085 vertices
and 334 control points was considerably slower. Here, the
binding step took (once) 1:17 min (compared to 1:14 min
for the classical mean value coordinates) on our machine
(AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 3800+ with
2 GHz). The deformation step took slightly above 1 second
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for this model (compared to 0.8 seconds). Further speed-ups
are achievable without doubt. It would be possible, for ex-
ample, to recompute only the contribution of those control
points that were actually modified when evaluating fλ,f,D.
This would yield a running time of O(P).

4. Summary and future work
We introduced a new type of barycentric coordinates which
we called higher order barycentric coordinates because they
allow to interpolate not only function values but linear func-
tions. When used for space deformations, they introduce
new means to manipulate objects. They can specify rotations
and other linear transformations directly without the need
to “simulate” such a transformation by moving a group of
close-by control points. They can also be used to manipulate
only parts of an object since the derivative constraints ensure
a smooth transition between deformed and undeformed parts
of the model.

Furthermore, we suggested a method to modify existing
barycentric coordinates to create higher order barycentric
coordinates. Therefore, they can be considered as a possible
extension for existing coordinates rather than a completely
new type. If we, nevertheless, compare higher order mean
value coordinates and classical barycentric coordinates,
higher order mean value coordinates are, besides Shepard’s
coordinates, the only non-negative, C1-continuous (proven
only for �2) barycentric coordinate functions, which are de-
fined everywhere in �n, that we know of. With regard to de-
formations, however, they are clearly superior to Shepard’s
coordinates which satisfy our definition of higher order co-
ordinates but can not capture the shape of an object.

Unfortunately, the higher order barycentric coordinates
introduced by us retain one disadvantage of classical bary-
centric coordinates: If several polytopes are used for the con-
trol net, the coordinates are in general not smooth across
polytope faces. This would be necessary to take full advan-
tage of the method of partial deformations described for the
armadillo model. To change this, the derivative property has
to be extended such that the coordinate derivatives at the
faces in the direction orthogonal to these faces are zero as
well. Details of such a construction remain future work. We
would also like to construct coordinates of still higher order.
By specifying not only first, but also second derivatives, a
bend, which is basically a change of rotations, could be de-
termined at a single control point. Furthermore, the space of
higher order coordinates should be systematically explored
as has been done for generalized barycentric coordinates
with respect to polytopes [FHK06, JLW07]. This would al-
low to select higher order barycentric coordinates that are
tailored to particular needs.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
To prove the theorem, we check the axioms.

Lagrange property. Using the Lagrange property of λi and m(0) =
0, m(1) = 1, we obtain m◦λi

∑

k m◦λk
(v j) =

m(δi j)
∑

k m(δk j)
= δi j.

Partition of unity.
∑

i
m◦λi
∑

k m◦λk
=
∑

i m◦λi
∑

k m◦λk
= 1.

Derivative property. If the λi are differentiable at the vertices, the
derivative property can be proven by

∇
m◦λi
∑

k m◦λk
(v j)

=
∇(m◦λi)(v j) ·

∑

k m◦λk(v j)−m◦λi(v j) ·
∑

k∇(m◦λk)(v j)
(
∑

k m◦λk(v j))2

=m′(λi(v j)) · ∇λi(v j)−m(λi(v j)) ·
∑

k
m′(λk(v j)) · ∇λk(v j)

= 0

since m′(0) = m′(1) = 0. If the λi are not differentiable, we have
to resort to computing the derivatives of m ◦ λi(v j) in the above
equation as the limit of difference quotients. In the following, we
use the definition of the difference quotient, we add 0, we use the
Taylor formula of m, we use the Hölder condition, we combine
the terms, and use α > 1

2 .

|
∂

∂xk
(m◦λi)(v j)| = lim

h→0

|m◦λi(v j +hek)−m◦λi(v j)|
|h|

= lim
h→0

∣

∣

∣

∣

m
(

λi(v j)+
(

λi(v j +hek)−λi(v j)
))

−m
(

λi(v j)
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

|h|

= lim
h→0

1
|h|

∣

∣

∣

∣

m
(

λi(v j)
)

+
(

λi(v j +hek)−λi(v j)
)

m′
(

λi(v j)
)

+
1
2

(

λi(v j +hek)−λi(v j)
)2

m′′(ξ)−m
(

λi(v j)
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ lim
h→0

1
2 C|h|2α |m′′(ξ)|

|h|
= lim

h→0

1
2

C|h|2α−1 |m′′(ξ)| = 0.

Domain. Since m is defined everywhere in �, m ◦λi is defined on
the domain of λi. Furthermore, the denominator is always greater
than zero, because m is non-negative, maps positive numbers to
positive numbers, and at least one λi(x) is positive for every x
because the λi form a partition of unity.

Non-negativity. Since m(x) > 0 for x > 0 and the denominator is
greater than zero, positivity is preserved.

Smoothness. Since m is C1-continuous everywhere, the C1-conti-
nuity of the coordinate functions apart from the vertices is pre-
served. At the vertices, C1-continuity has been proven for the
derivative property.
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